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1 About

This document contains the documentation for the Fabricator Font Plug-in for Rhinoceros. This
plug-in provides functionality crafted for both font designers and end users, and this document
contains sections for both of those groups. Further information about the Fabricator Font file
formats can be found in the file specification document.

2 Fabricator font geometry

Fabricator fonts differ from standard fonts in that they are optimized for laser cutting, milling,
or other machining methods, instead of print or display media. Because of this difference,
fabricator fonts have different properties and characteristics than those normally associated
with typesetting and layout.

• Symbols consist of strokes, rather than outline curves.

• Symbols only consist of point, line, circle and arc segments, to make the transition from
geometry to machining instructions easier.

• Symbol curves can be interrupted by stencilling gaps to avoid breaking up the substrate
material into disjoint regions.

• Symbols may contain point like strokes, indicating a purely vertical motion of a milling
bit, rather than a sweeping motion across the substrate.

• Fabricator fonts typically do not support italic or bold versions, as skewing would deform
circles into ellipses while thickening requires a change in outline curves.

• Fabricator fonts are an open specification based on standard file formats, allowing both
users and programmers to add and change symbols at will.
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3 Creating text geometry

As mentioned above, this plug-in provides tools both for end users and font designers. This
section will discuss the features relevant to end users. Happily this discussion is limited to only
a single command, but unhappily it is a complicated one.

3.1 The MakeText command

The MakeText command provides all the settings and options needed to create a collection
of curves which resemble text. This command provides settings for positioning, typesetting,
machining paths, and of course typing the text itself.

When the MakeText command is invoked, one must first specify the location and orientation
of the text geometry. At present the orientation is always inherited from the C-Plane of the
selected viewport. Eventually we hope to provide more advanced ways of positioning text,
including within boundary and perhaps along curve, but at the moment this is the only option
with regards to position and orientation.

Figure 1: The MakeText button on the plug-in toolbar.

Once a location has been picked, the Text Properties window appears. Properties are
grouped into three categories; text (section 3.2), typesetting (section 3.4), and font (section
3.5).

Figure 2: The properties window associated with the MakeText command.
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3.2 Text properties

The Text properties section contains those settings that control the text content and position.
Although a location for the output text has to be picked before this window appears, it is
possible to amend the chosen placement as often as necessary before the text is inserted into
the Rhino document. In this section one can also specify the text itself, and how that text
ought to be parsed by the plug-in.

The Text field accepts multi-line input including tabs1, but note that the text entered in
this field is not necessarily the text that is ultimately displayed in the Rhino viewports. There
are two things that may cause a discrepancy between the input and the output text; fallback2

and mapping3.

The Mappings field allows for the specification of any number of mapping instructions. Each
instruction is written on a single line, and they are all executed from top to bottom. See section
3.3 for further details about composing mapping instructions.

Finally the Location field displays both the name of the c-plane or viewport in which the
text is oriented, as well as the layout anchor point in c-plane coordinates. By clicking on the
Pick... label, a new orientation may be specified.

Figure 3: The Text properties section. See Figure 4 for result.

Figure 4: Output curves of the properties in Figure 3.

1Although the code library has full support for custom and repeating tabs, there is no interface for this yet.
2Character fallback happens when a requested character is not available in the chosen font. Although the font

library code has a lot of options for controlling how fallback behaves, there is no user-interface for this at the
moment. If a character is not available, the replacement symbol is used instead, which is in keeping with common
fallback logic.

3Mapping commands are user specified instructions which provide a mechanism for standard find/replace
logic, as well as style assignments.
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3.3 Character mapping

To provide access to exotic characters not typically found on keyboards, and to provide a
way to enable various character styles, input text can always be modified using one or more
mapping commands. Mappings are operations which change individual characters or entire
words into different characters or words. A common example of a mapping is the find/replace
feature found in practically all modern text editors. Most keyboards do not have a key for the
drachma4 symbol for example, so if one were to write a text which features this symbol a lot,
the path of least resistance would be to simply type “<drachma>”, and then perform a single
find/replace when finished to insert the correct symbol everywhere.

The fabricator font library provides several pre-defined symbol mappings from angle bracket
notation to exotic symbols. These pre-defined mapping instructions are incomplete at the time
of writing, also more comprehensive documentation will be made available at a later date.
However, with the current version the following five mappings can be easily imported with the
“use symbols:” command; legal, math, greek, arrows, and currency.

Mapping instructions can also be used to assign styles to characters or words. A style is a
collection of symbols within a font with an alternative design. The default font of the fabricator
font code library ships with two styles, one for tabular figures5 and one for tall symbols6. Styles
can be assigned to all characters that support them with the “use style:” command, though
note that whether or not a specific style exists, is entirely up to the font designer. Different
fonts may have an entirely different collection of available alternative styles.

Figure 5: Assigning the ‘Tall’ style.

default tall

Figure 6: Geometry with and without the ‘Tall’ style override.

The notations shown above for assigning styles and importing symbols are shorthand ver-
sions of the full mapping notation, which allows for both replacement and style assignment
simultaneously. Full mapping notation consists of source and target data, separated by the
mapping operator (a dash followed by a larger than sign). Source and target data are en-
cased in curly brackets, and may either specify a collection of unrelated characters or a specific
sequence of characters. Collections of characters are typed directly, while sequences are sur-
rounded by double quotes. Both source and target may be assigned a style name. When the

4The ‘drachma’ is the pre-eurozone Greek currency, and is about to become a lot more relevant very soon.
5Tabular figures are number symbols that all have the same width, thus making them align better in tabular

environments such as tables, grids, columns, etc.
6Tall brackets are taller than digits and capital letters, thus wrapping around them during typesetting.
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source style is omitted, the character mapping is applied to all characters, regardless of their
current style. When the source style is included, only characters that match that style will be
affected by the mapping. When the target style is omitted, then the source style is retained.

The following list shows some examples of mappings which only apply to individual charac-
ters, character collections, and words.

{;} -> {}
Mapping from a single character to nothing; remove all semi-colons from the text.

{&%#@} -> {}
Mapping from a character collection to nothing; remove all ampersands, percent symbols,
hashes, and at symbols from the text.

{A} -> {a}
Mapping from one character to another; replace all upper case ‘A’ symbols with lower
case ‘a’ symbols.

{ÓÒÔÖ} -> {O}
Mapping from a character collection to a single character; replace a bunch of ‘O’ symbols
featuring diacritics with the plain upper case ‘O’.

{AEIOU} -> {aeiou}
Mapping from one character collection to another; replace all upper case vowels with lower
case vowels. When mapping collections of characters, both source and target collections
must have the same number of characters.

{“RMA”} -> {“Robert McNeel & Associates”}
Mapping from one sequence to another; replace all occurrences of the sequence “RMA”
with the full company name.

{Ö} -> {“Oe”}
Mapping from a single character to a sequence; replace all ‘Ö’ symbols with “Oe”.

The following list contains some examples of mappings with style restrictions and style
assignments. Style names, when included, must always be separated by a comma.

{} -> { , Tall}
Blanket style assignment mapping; assign the ‘Tall’ style to all characters. This full
notation can also be expressed using the shorthand ‘use style: Tall’ discussed before.

{()} -> {(), Tall}
Limited style assignment mapping: assign the ‘Tall’ style to the parentheses only.

{ß, Italic} -> {“ss”}
Character to word mapping with a style restriction; replace all italic German esszett
symbols with the “ss” word.

{“CompanyLogo”} -> {C, Logo}
Word to styled character mapping; replace all occurrences of the word “CompanyLogo”
with the upper case ‘C’ symbol in the Logo style. This type of mapping allows end users
to insert custom glyphs into the text, such as logos, assembly instructions, or assorted art
work.
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3.4 Typesetting Properties

Figure 7: The typesetting properties section.

The typesetting properties offered through the MakeText command are fairly straightforward
and will for the most part be familiar to anyone who has dealt with typographic design before.
The Spacing slider controls the distance between adjacent characters as a percentage of font
size. The slider itself ranges from 0% to 50%, meaning each tick represents a 5% increase. We
recommend a spacing value near 20%.

If the Kern option is enabled, the spacing distance is measured between the actual geometric
elements of adjacent characters. If the Kern option is unchecked, the distance is measured
between the bounding boxes of adjacent characters. With kerning enabled, it is possible that
a low character such as ‘j’ is positioned underneath a high character such as ‘T’, causing their
bounding boxes to intersect.

Figure 8: Kern spacing (left) vs. box spacing (right).

A small amount of overlap is typically a good thing, but a large amount may be visually
jarring. The Friction slider offers a way to reduce this overlap. A friction of 0% means the
bounding boxes are allowed to overlap as much as they want, while a friction of 100% prevents
any overlap whatsoever. We recommend a friction value near 20%.

Finally, the fabrication font code library provides methods for finding optimal paths through
all symbol strokes. As the goal of this project is to facilitate machining processes, the less
distance a milling bit or laser cutter has to travel in order to etch or burn all characters, the
less running time will be needed. At the time of writing the output of the path elements is not
particularly useful, plus we’re still working on the path finding algorithm.
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3.5 Font Properties

Figure 9: The font properties section.

The font properties section on the MakeText window provides ways to modify the actual
geometry used to generate the output curves. The AtoB standard font is the default, but by
clicking on the Browse... label any other fabfont file can be imported.

The Size field controls the em-size of the chosen font. Em-size is defined as the distance
between the descender and the ascender, and it is not necessarily the same as the difference
between the lowest and highest bits of the text.

Lastly, the Gaps numeric fields allow for the specification of primary and secondary stencil
gap radii. Fabricator Fonts are designed to include stencilling data which should prevent isolated
regions from forming. This is useful when the font geometry is cut out of a sheet, which under
normal circumstances would cause the insides of letters such as ‘o’, ‘d’, ‘p’, and ‘6’ to fall out.
Stencil gap radii are specified in world units and not related to the font size setting.
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4 Designing and editing fonts

The remainder of this document will discuss the commands provided for font designers. The
fabricator font plug-in makes it possible to design custom fabricator fonts using regular Rhino
drawing tools. All supported objects are parsed and converted to the appropriate symbols,
which are then written to a *.fabfont file. Layers and object names can be used to control
styles, stencilling, and white strokes. All settings relevant to a specific font design are stored
inside the Rhino *.3dm file, which means no other files are needed to represent a single font.

The types of geometry the plug-in can convert to symbol strokes is limited compared to the
types of object Rhino supports. Only points, lines, arcs and circles are valid symbol geometry,
though any curves or blocks that can be interpreted as one or more lines, arcs, circles or points
are also allowed. Any object whose name starts with “White” is considered to represent a
white stroke. White strokes are visible only to the layout engine and they can be used to
limit unwanted kerning. Point objects whose name starts with “Stencil” will be interpreted as
stencilling points. Stencil points can be either primary or secondary, and the object name must
reflect this. See the font file specification for more details on the stencil cutting algorithms.

The use of layers in Rhino is important as it mirrors the use of styles in fabricator fonts. All
default, unstyled symbols must reside on a layer called “Default”. Objects which are supposed
to be part of a styled symbol must reside on a layer whose name equals the style name. Style
names (and thus layer names) must consist solely of standard alphanumeric characters. If you
wish to put additional geometry in a file that is not meant to be included in a font file, consider
putting it on a layer whose name contains spaces, exclamation marks, question marks, plus
symbols, brackets, ... , ...

Figure 10: Font geometry in a Rhino 3dm file.
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4.1 The FontTableDisplay command

Figure 11: The FontTableDisplay button.

The plug-in obviously isn’t advanced enough to read your mind and figure out which Rhino
objects are supposed to belong to a given symbol. Rhino geometry has to be drawn within a
specific boundary in order become part of a specific symbol. The FontTableDisplay command
will draw these boundaries in all top oriented viewports (see figure 12). Any geometry that is
fully outside of, or intersects with these boundaries will not be considered during font export.
Also any geometry not on the World XY plane may be ignored, depending on how it behaves
during projection onto the XY plane.

Figure 12: Unicode tables drawn in the Rhino viewports.

Each symbol boundary represents a single cell in the unicode universe. If you do not know
what unicode is, think of it as a giant list of numbered symbols, whose aim in life is to represent
every alphabet and symbol set ever invented by human beings. Not every symbol defined by
the unicode consortium has a corresponding cell in the Rhino viewports, we have only included
cells for those symbols we deemed relevant for the purposes of fabrication fonts.

Cell display depends on the zoom level of the viewport. When cells are large, a lot of
information is drawn (see figure 13), but as one zooms out, some elements disappear until
eventually only the outline of the cell remains. Figure 12 shows two different display reductions.

Figure 13: Unicode cell with full information and font metrics.

In the bottom right corner of each cell the code-point is displayed. Code-points are four-
digit hexadecimal numbers picked by the unicode consortium which uniquely identify specific
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symbols. Code-points always follow the “U+XXXX” format where the X’s are hexadecimal
digits. Symbol descriptions are written underneath the top edges of all cells. These are not
guaranteed to be the official descriptions as we had to manually build this data-base from several
online resources. Positioned on the baseline along the left edge of the cell, an example symbol
is drawn using the current preview font. A different font can be used for previews by running
the FontTableTypeface command. The interior of the cell is filled with grey and red lines,
representing the font metric and they can be adjusted using the FontMetrics command, see
section 4.2.

Note that the cell geometry is not part of the Rhino file and cannot be selected or modified
except through the appropriate plug-in commands.

4.2 The FontMetrics command

Figure 14: The FontMetrics button.

Typically the first step in font design is the choice of metric. Good fonts look unified because
the individual symbols share geometric properties like size, thickness, position, curvature, angles,
serifs, etc. Although the fabricator font plug-in will create default metrics for every new file,
you will in all likelihood want to specify your own. The FontMetrics command requires the
following six values:

Symbol Frame Size
This integer number controls the size of each unicode cell. Be sure to pick a value big
enough to contain your largest symbol, as it is at present not possible to enlarge the frame
size while repositioning all symbol geometry. Any objects already drawn in Rhino will
have to be repositioned manually if the frame size changes.

Symbol baseline elevation
This number controls the height of the baseline. The height is measured upwards from
the bottom of the frame.

Symbol ascent elevation
This number controls the height of the ascender, which is where tall lower-case letters like
‘d’, ‘b’, and ‘f’ terminate. The ascender elevation is measured upwards from the baseline.

Symbol capital height
This number controls the height of upper-case, or capital letters. The capital height
elevation is measured upwards from the baseline.

Symbol median height
This number controls the height of the median (sometimes called the ‘x-height’), which is
where regular lower-case letters like ‘e’, ‘x’, and ‘m’ terminate. The median elevation is
measured upwards from the baseline.

Symbol descent drop
This number controls the depth of the descender, which is where deep lower-case letters
like ‘g’, ‘j’, and ‘p’ terminate. The descender elevation is measured downwards from the
baseline.
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Figure 15 shows the metrics used for the standard font. Note that for many fonts, the
ascender is higher than the capital height. Also note that the distance from the descender to
the ascender is what defines the the em-size of the symbol.

base line  0.0

descender -2.0

x-height +3.0

ascender +5.0

cap-height +6.0

0.0

em
-s

iz
e

Figure 15: Metrics used in the AtoB standard font.

4.3 The FontPreview command

Figure 16: The FontPreview button.

An easy way to check whether the font you’re designing indeed looks as intended is to use
the FontPreview command. This command will create a complete font from the current Rhino
file and display each symbol in the appropriate unicode cell. All objects that were used to create
symbols will be hidden for the duration of this command. Note that the horizontal alignment of
the symbols is recomputed based on the width, and so the preview geometry may be drawn to
the left or the right of the original geometry, however it should have the same vertical placement.

Figure 17: Regular Rhino display (top) vs. preview display (bottom).

Figure 17 shows what the FontPreview command looks like in the viewports. Different
types of symbol geometry are drawn in different colours. Straight lines are purple, arc segments
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dark orange and complete circles pale orange. Primary and secondary stencil points are drawn
as solid and open green dots respectively, and the symbol anchor point as a pink marker. The
anchor point is positioned at the intersection between the baseline and leftmost edge of the
symbol bounding box.

While the command is active, several command line options are available:

DrawTable
Toggle the display of the unicode cells.

DrawPoints
Toggle the display of stencil points.

DrawStrokes
Toggle the display of symbol strokes.

DrawStencilGaps
Toggle the display of stencilled symbols.

StyleFilter
If the current font contains styles, they can be individually selected here. Style filters are
persistent settings so if there is a lot of missing geometry in your preview, make sure that
it’s not hidden because of a style filter.

4.4 Font geometry commands

Figure 18: The font geometry buttons.

Fabricator fonts have support for stencil point cuts and white geometry. In Rhino, these
special objects are identified by their object name. There are four commands that create these
special objects with the correct names already assigned:

FontStencilPointPrimary
Create a single primary stencil point. Object name will be set to “Stencilpoint Primary”
and the point will have a blue colour.

FontStencilPointSecondary
Create a single secondary stencil point. Object name will be set to “Stencilpoint Sec-
ondary” and the point will have a cyan colour.

FontWhitePoint
Create a single white point. Object name will be set to “Whitepoint” and the point will
have a white colour.

FontWhiteLine
Create a single white line. Object name will be set to “Whiteline” and the line will have
a white colour.
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4.5 The FontPublish command

Figure 19: The FontPublish button.

Finally when you wish to distribute or use a font, it has to be published as a fabfont file.
The file format specification is available for download, but it is also included inside every font
file. Font files can be accessed manually by changing their extension from *.fabfont to *.zip.

When a font is being published, any messages, warnings and errors that occur during the
process will be send to the Rhino command history. The history will contain information
regarding the number of code-points that were published, the total number of symbols, and the
number of non-default styles.

Figure 20: The contents of a published fabfont file viewed in Windows File Viewer.

...
Copyright by Robert McNeel & Associates
Written by David Rutten
Made with LATEX 2ε
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